
7 Reasons Why the 
Universe Has Your 
Back 

Breaking Open Our Human 
Connection to the Universe

MASTERCLASS 



NATALIE VIGLIONE

I'm a cycle breaker, truth seeker, and fueling a purpose on 
the planet to help people say NO to the status quo! 

In my freelance collective called Team Gu, I build creative 
content through writing services, create purpose-driven 
business strategies, and improve operations through 
technology.

Conceptualized from a vivid dream, I created the Disrupt 
Now Program and its related online event platform the 
Smart Start Series. Through these, I empower people in 
self-discovery, and guide aspiring and newly turned 
entrepreneurs in how to get clear to create a purpose-
driven business and how to consciously create from within.

DIANE MCDERMOTT

I'm an intuitive writer and ghostwriter passionate 
about helping people tell their stories. 

My journey to being joyfully divorced brought 
tremendous insight and self-reflection and my own 
writing is directly from life experience. I founded 
Between the Lines Ghostwriting and have been a 
real estate agent for quite some time now as well.

Embracing my natural introspective, highly 
inquisitive nature with both listening and 
communicating continues to be a journey of 
remembering my most authentic self. 



Follow Us On Instagram!

Smart Start Series: @smartstartseries

Natalie: @disruptwithnatalie

Diane: @betweenthelinesclt



PURPOSE

The Smart Start Series is an affordable online 
platform for personal growth and mind, body, and 
soul content - think Udemy.com meets 
Mindvalley.com. Highly-skilled teachers/guides, 
affordable online masterclasses, workshops, and 
programs.

Our online events start at $10. There’s an annual 
discounted membership available, PLUS a 
Collective of healers, transformational life guides, 
meditation experts, and more!



7 WAYS WE WILL DISCUSS TO BEGIN TO TRUST 
THAT THE UNIVERSE HAS YOUR BACK

1. Letting Go
2. Getting in the Flow
3. Taking Action
4. Everything is Energy
5. The Universe Within
6. Shaping Relationships
7. Giving Less F*cks



TRUSTING
• Trust is difficult when life feels challenging
• Trusting the timing with things - being patient in it
• Look at how the Universe conspires to bring everything we 

need at the right time and removes the things you don't need, 
and even if it makes NO sense
• Everything is happening FOR you and every wrong thing can 

lead you to the right thing



Letting Go
HOW THE ART OF LETTING GO OF 
EXPECTATIONS AND OUTCOMES ALLOWS 
YOU TO EXPAND

• Expectations can lead us to pain or joy, looking "out there"
• Failures (?) Don't exist 
• The universe can create experiences that are potentially 

BETTER than imagined
• Letting go of control even in the small things- ex.: having 

genuine conversations and not worrying about who does or 
does not listen/resonate
• This doesn't mean STOPPING action - not force-feeding the 

EXACT outcome you had in your mind's eye
• Not identifying with titles or a specific identity to allow all of 

you to expand into what you were meant to expand into
• ALLOWING means being OPEN 
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"No one can break your heart, 
they can only break your 

expectations." 
- Kyle Cease



MEDITATION
MEDITATION / SITTING QUIETLY TO 

ALLOW THOUGHTS TO PASS THROUGH 
AND NOT ENGAGING 

HYPNOSIS
DO THIS IN THE LATE HOURS OF THE 
EVENING RIGHT BEFORE YOU GO TO 

BED, OR THE WEE HOURS OF THE 
MORNING WHEN YOU'RE JUST 

STARTING TO WAKE 
(CONNECT INTO THETA STATE)

TOOLS



Getting In the Flow 
WHAT IT MEANS TO ALLOW YOURSELF 
TO FLOW INSTEAD 

• FLOW versus using brute force - all about a TRUST game
• What does FLOW mean?
• If things feel "heavy" consistently, it's the square 

peg/round hole situation, what is this saying? 
• Lean into "f*ck yes" moments without logical explanation -

logic doesn't always work!
• INTUITION / does this feel fun and aligned? Or heavy and 

awkward?
• Doors opening vs closing (synchronicity)
• Nature... stop and take a look, how can we NOT trust the 

universe and all it has to offer?
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EXERCISE: 6 STEPS TO GETTING IN THE FLOW

• Practice having resilience
• Intuition is key: That "gut" says it all
• Look past the "thing" and into the WHY: Every experience life hurls is an offering and an 

opportunity
• Have patience and make no comparisons
• Being present in the moment
• Being WITH and IN nature



Take Action!
WHY ACTION IS ALSO A KEY 
ELEMENT TO TRUSTING YOURSELF 
(AND THE UNIVERSE)

• No sitting and waiting but taking inspired action 
steps 
• Learn the steps you must take to guide you, realize 

there is NO guarantee of success
• Facing "failure" or moments when nothing makes 

sense like wrong clients/partners/friends all of 
these things are teaching moments 
• Showing up for yourself FIRST helps you show up 

for others - this is IMPERATIVE to success in 
making progress
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TAKING THOSE ACTION STEPS

• Learn, learn and then learn some more - knowledge is how success can happen
• Tiny steps (goals) inch you towards bigger vision
• Showing up - think about the impact of not doing that one thing you said you'd do 

and the trickle effect 
• Research - today there are more things available out there (like this masterclass!) to 

help you gain insight as to what to do next, rely on your gut to know how to discern 
what things are positive vs negative 
• One small step means the WORLD because that's one step in making progress



Everything Is Energy
HOW THE UNIVERSE IS FULL OF 
ENERGY

• It courses through your body. Thoughts, actions, the 
space around you is energy. The Earth and all living 
things have energetic frequencies 
• Food is energy
• Movement (exercising) MOVES energy through the body
• Something out there fills the empty space - the air 

around you is NOT empty - energy is moving and the 
field is MOVING.
• Key Scientists have proved this
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EVERYTHING IS ENERGY
BRIDGING SCIENCE + SPIRITUALITY

• Gregg Braden talks about the DIVINE MATRIX - Between 1993 and 2000, a series of 
groundbreaking experiments revealed dramatic evidence of a web of energy that 
connects everything in our lives and our world —the Divine Matrix. From the healing 
of our bodies, to the success of our careers, relationships, this demonstrates that we 
each hold the power to speak directly to the force that links all things 
• The ancient Chinese called our energy and the energy flow chi
• The ancient Hindus called it prana
• The disciplines that developed in those two cultures - t'ai chi and yoga - are based 

on the art of tuning in to the flow of energy and using it to center the self
• Cells molecules and atoms are energy vibrations. The nerve receptors in our body 

turn energy vibrations into touch, sight, sound, etc. Bruce Lipton, cell-biologist, 
states we are an energetic mix - a community of 50 trillion cells 



The Universe Within
THERE’S AN ACTUAL UNIVERSE 
INSIDE OF YOU - SOME SCIENCE

• We have 50 trillion cells IN OUR BODY (doesn't that 
seem a lot like a UNIVERSE?) - BRUCE LIPTON
• The power and universal energies that created the 

body heals the body 
• Made of "star stuff" - at the smallest level, the human 

body is made up of particles: mostly atomic nuclei and 
electrons
• Every element required to make DNA is found in the 

aftermath of exploding stars.
• When it comes to the human body, the majority of what 

makes us up comes from supernovae, not any other 
source
• Astrophysics Reveals The Origin Of The Human Body

.
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THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE HUMAN BODY, INCLUDING THE MAJORITY OF OUR OXYGEN, CARBON, NITROGEN, PHOSPHOROUS, 
CALCIUM, AND IRON, ALL OWE THEIR PRIMARY ORIGIN TO MASSIVE STARS THAT HAVE GONE SUPERNOVA.

- NASA/CXC/SAO/K. DIVONA
FORBES.COM - ASTROPHYSICS REVEALS THE ORIGIN OF THE HUMAN BODY



- NASA / CXC / S. LEE
FORBES.COM -

Every element required to 
make DNA is found in the 
aftermath of exploding 
stars.



Shaping Relationships
UNDERSTANDING HOW TO SHAPE 
YOUR RELATIONSHIP REALITY

• A key component to changing your energetic 
frequency is who you hang around and are with 
consistently 
• Family of origin versus chosen family 
• Hang around those that represent your future not 

your past
• Scale of emotions
• Vibrating at specific frequencies
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SHAPING YOUR REALITY

How do your surroundings shape 
your reality? 

How do people make you feel? 

Decode according to this scale to 
learn how to energetically change 
your frequency

Dr.  Dav id  Hawkins '  
Sca le  of  Consc iousness



Giving Less F*cks
WHY THE SUBTLE ART OF NOT GIVING 
A F*CK SOMETIMES IS INCREDIBLY 
IMPORTANT

• NOT caring about anything or taking care of your self is 
not what this means 
• This is about not worrying so much about finding 

validation outside of yourself 
• This means NOT placating to everyone, you will lose if 

you try
• Don't carry the weight of how others perceive you - Be 

YOU and don't hide or change that and try to make 
people like you 
• Always caring for someone else or other people around 

you means you lose yourself
• Base the f*cks you give on YOUR innate values
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PRACTICE
How you find validation within vs always seeking it OUT THERE: 

• Learn what your unique and innate values are - there is a process around this! KNOW 
YOUR VALUES and you can allow yourself to understand why you do what you do, 
feel the way you feel, etc. 
• When you know your values, you can live authentically and start to create from a 

place within 
• Untangle yourself from expectations and outcomes (this is one of the HARDEST things 

to practice) 
• Do not placate, make sure that you please you and the people that provide you with 

unconditional love back

TAKES PRACTICE!!!!!!



SPECIAL OFFER
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP - 50% OFF THE YEARLY MEMBERSHIP

REGULARLY $85.00 FOR 1 YEAR

GET IT TODAY FOR $42.50 FOR 1 YEAR

ENTER CODE: MASTERCLASS
AT CHECKOUT

GO TO WWW.SMARTSTARTSERIES.COM/MEMBERSHIP

OFFER EXCLUSIVELY FOR THIS
MASTERCLASS

Than
k you!



WHY BECOME A MEMBER?
• You get free access to every monthly web class and/or workshops with our specially curated list of teachers and 

guides (energy healers, guides [coaches], meditation experts, and more)

• Gain access to ALL of our past LIVE classes, workshops, etc. with accompanying workbooks, exercises, and more. 
Over 12 classes (and growing every month) exploring different and unique topics with varying guides, teachers, and 
healers!)

• Access to our private Facebook group to join the tribe

• Access to the private Smart Start Series Collective which holds experts surrounding the personal growth, health, and 
well-being space, such as; healers, meditation teachers, life and business guides (aka coaches), and more! They 
provide you with special discounts, offers, and you have easy access to them should you want to hire them. These are 
people you may not know about if you did not join this group!

Go to www.smartstartseries.com/membership


